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Abstract
Streaming of continuous media over wireless links is a notoriously difficult problem. This is due to the
stringent Quality of Service requirements of continuous media and the unreliability of wireless links. We develop
a streaming protocol for the real–time delivery of prerecorded continuous media from (to) a central base station
to (from) multiple wireless clients within a wireless cell. Our protocol prefetches parts of the ongoing continuous
media streams into prefetch buffers in the clients (base station). Our protocol prefetches according to a Join–
the–Shortest–Queue policy. By exploiting rate adaptation techniques of wireless data packet protocols, the Join–
the–Shortest–Queue policy dynamically allocates more transmission capacity to streams with small prefetched
reserves. Our protocol uses channel probing to handle the location–dependent, time–varying, and bursty errors of
wireless links. We evaluate our prefetching protocol through extensive simulations with VBR MPEG and H.263
encoded video traces. Our simulations indicate that for bursty VBR video with an average rate of 64 kbit/sec
and typical wireless communication conditions our prefetching protocol achieves client starvation probabilities

on the order of
and a bandwidth efficiency of 90 % with prefetch buffers of 128 kBytes.
Keywords
CDMA, Channel Probing, Multimedia, Prefetching, Prerecorded Continuous Media, Rate Adaptation, Real–
Time Streaming, Wireless Communication.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Due to the popularity of the World Wide Web retrievals from web servers are dominating today’s
Internet. While most of the retrieved objects today are textual and image objects, web–based streaming
of continuous media, such as video and audio, becomes increasingly popular. It is expected that by
2003, continuous media will account for more than 50 % of the data available on the web servers [1].
This trend is reflected in a recent study [2], which found that the number of continuous media objects
stored on web servers has tripled in the first nine months of 1998. At the same time there is increasingly
the trend toward accessing the Internet and Web from wireless mobile devices. Analysts predict that
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there will be over one billion mobile phone users by 2003 and more people will access the Internet
from wireless than wireline devices [3].
The stringent Quality of Service (QoS) requirements of continuous media and the unreliability of
wireless links combine to make streaming over wireless links a notoriously difficult problem. For
uninterrupted video playback the client has to decode and display a new video frame periodically;
typically every 40 msec with MPEG encoded video. If the client has not completely received a video
frame by its playback deadline, the client looses (a part or all of) the video frame and suffers playback
starvation. A small probability of playback starvation (typically,  

–   ) is required for good

perceived video quality. In addition to these stringent timing and loss constraints, the video frame sizes
(in byte) of the more efficient Variable Bit Rate (VBR) encodings are highly variable; typically with
peak–to–mean ratios of 4 – 10 [4]. These properties and requirements make the real–time streaming
of video over packet–switched networks — even for the case of wireline networks — a challenging
problem [5]. The problem is even more challenging when streaming video over wireless links. Wireless
links are typically highly error prone. They introduce a significant number of bit errors which may
render a transmitted packet undecodable. The tight timing constraints of real–time video streaming,
however, allow only for limited re–transmissions [6]. Moreover, the wireless link errors are typically
time–varying and bursty. An error burst (which may persists for hundreds of milliseconds) may make
the transmission to the affected client temporarily impossible. All of these wireless link properties
combine to make the timely delivery of the video frames very challenging.
In this article we develop a high performance streaming protocol for the real–time delivery of prerecorded continuous media over wireless links. Our protocol is equally well suited for streaming in
the downlink (base station to clients) direction, as well as the uplink (clients to base station) direction.
We focus in the following discussion on the downlink direction (uplink streaming is discussed in Section V-C). Our protocol allows for immediate commencement of playback as well as near instantaneous
client interactions, such as pause/resume and temporal jumps. Our protocol gives a constant perceptual
media quality at the clients while achieving a very high bandwidth efficiency. Our protocol achieves
this high performance by exploiting two special properties of prerecorded continuous media: (1) the
client consumption rates over the duration of the playback are known before the streaming commences,
and (2) while the continuous media stream is being played out at the client, parts of the stream can be
prefetched into the client’s memory. (These properties may be exploited to some extend when streaming live content with some prefetch delay budget; see Section V-B.) The prefetched reserves allow the
clients to continue playback during periods of adverse transmission conditions on the wireless links.
In addition, the prefetched reserves allow the clients to maintain a high perceptual media quality when
retrieving bursty Variable Bit Rate (VBR) encoded streams.
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The prerecorded continuous media streams are prefetched according to a specific Join–the–Shortest–
Queue (JSQ) policy, which strives to balance the prefetched reserves in the wireless (and possibly
mobile) clients within a wireless cell. The JSQ prefetch policy exploits rate adaptation techniques of
wireless data packet protocols [7]. The rate adaptation techniques allow for the dynamic allocation
of transmission capacities to the ongoing wireless connections. In the Code Division Multiple Access
(CDMA) IS–95 (Revision B) standard, for instance, the rate adaptation is achieved by varying the number of codes (i.e., the number of parallel channels) used for the transmissions to the individual clients.
(The total number of code channels used for continuous media streaming in the wireless cell may be
constant.) The JSQ prefetch policy dynamically allocates more transmission capacity to wireless clients
with small prefetched reserves while allocating less transmission capacity to the clients with large reserves. The ongoing streams within a wireless cell collaborate through this lending and borrowing
of transmission capacities. Channel probing is used to judiciously utilize the transmission capacities
of the wireless links, which typically experience location–dependent, time–varying, and bursty errors.
Our extensive numerical studies indicate that this collaboration is highly effective in reducing playback
starvation at the clients while achieving a high bandwidth efficiency. For bursty VBR video with an
average rate of 64 kbit/sec and typical wireless communication conditions our prefetching protocol
achieves client starvation probabilities on the order of   and a bandwidth efficiency of 90 % with
client buffers of 128 kBytes. Introducing a start–up latency of 0.4 sec reduces the client starvation
probability to roughly   .
This article is organized as follows. In Section II we describe our architecture for the streaming of
prerecorded continuous media in the downlink direction. Our focus is on multi–rate CDMA systems.
In Section III we develop the components of our JSQ prefetching protocol. Importantly, we introduce
channel probing; a mechanism that handles the location–dependent, time–varying, and bursty errors
of wireless environments. In Section IV we evaluate our prefetching protocol both without and with
channel probing through extensive simulations. In Section V we discuss several extensions of the
prefetching protocol. We consider streaming with client interactions, such as pause/resume and temporal jumps. We also consider the streaming of live content, such as the audio and video feed from a
sporting event. We outline how to use the prefetching protocol for prefetching in the uplink (clients to
base station) direction. Moreover, we outline how to deploy the prefetching protocol in third generation CDMA systems as well as TDMA and FDMA systems. We also discuss the deployment of the
prefetching protocol on top of physical layer error control schemes. We discuss the related work in
Section VI and conclude in Section VII.
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Fig. 1. Architecture: A central base station streams prerecorded continuous media to wireless (and possibly
mobile) clients within a wireless cell.

II. A RCHITECTURE
Figure 1 illustrates our architecture for continuous media streaming in the downlink direction. A central base station provides streaming services to multiple wireless (and possibly mobile) clients within a
wireless cell. Let  denote the number of clients serviced by the base station. We assume for the purpose of this study that each client receives one stream; thus there are  streams in process. (Although
some clients might receive the same stream, the phases (i.e., starting times) are typically different.)
The basic principle of our streaming protocol — exploiting rate adaptation techniques for prefetching
— can be applied to any type of wireless communication system with a slotted Time Division Duplex
(TDD) structure. The TDD structure provides alternating forward (base station to clients) and backward
(clients to base station) transmission slots.
We initially consider a multi–code Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) system. Such a system
adapts rates for the synchronous transmissions in the forward direction by aggregating orthogonal code
channels, that is, by varying the number of code channels used for transmissions to the individual
clients. The second generation CDMA IS–95 (Rev. B) system [8] is an example of such a system; as is
the third generation UMTS system [9] in TDD mode. Let  denote the number of orthogonal codes used
by the base station for transmitting the continuous media streams to the clients. Let      ! ,
denote the number of parallel channels supported by the radio front–end of client  . The CDMA IS–95
(Rev. B) standard provides up to eight parallel channels per client; in the TDD mode of UMTS up to
15 parallel code channels can be assigned to an individual client. Let " denote the data rate (in bit/sec)
provided by one CDMA code channel in the forward direction.
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Our streaming protocol is suitable for any type of prerecorded continuous media (an extension for
live content is developed in Section V-B). To fix ideas we focus on video streams. A key feature of our
protocol is that it accommodates any type of encoding; it accommodates Constant Bit Rate (CBR) and
bursty Variable Bit Rate (VBR) encodings as well as encodings with a fixed frame rate (such as MPEG–
1 and MPEG–4) and a variable frame rate (such as H.263). For the transmission over the wireless links
the video frames are packetized into fixed length packets. The packet size is set such that one CDMA
code channel accommodates exactly one packet in one forward slot; thus the base station can transmit


packets on the orthogonal code channels in a forward slot.
Let #$%&'   (! , denote the length of video stream  in frames. Let )+*, denote the number

of packets in the - th frame of video stream  . Note that for a CBR encoded video stream  the )+*, ’s
are identical. Let ./*, denote the interarrival time between the - th frame and the 0-213( th frame of
video stream  in seconds. Frame - is displayed for a frame period of .4*+ seconds on the client’s
screen. For a constant frame rate encoding the frame periods ./*, are identical. Because the video
streams are prerecorded the sequence of integers 0)65(7)

    8)%9;:=<>?8 and the sequence of real

numbers 0.5(@.     8.89A: <>?8 are fully known when the streaming commences.
When a client requests a specific video the base station relays the request to the appropriate origin
server or proxy server. If the request passes the admission tests the origin/proxy server immediately
begins to stream the video via the base station to the client. Our focus in this article is on the streaming
from the base station over the wireless link to the client. The streaming from the origin/proxy server
to the base station is beyond the scope of this article. We assume for the purpose of this study that the
video is delivered to the base station in a timely fashion. Upon granting the client’s request the base
station immediately commences streaming the video to the client. The packets arriving at the client
are placed in the client’s prefetch buffer. The video is displayed on the client’s monitor as soon as a
few frames have arrived at the client. Under normal circumstances the client displays frame - of video
stream  for ./*, seconds, then removes frame -1B from its prefetch buffer, decodes it, and displays
it for .4*CD5( seconds. If at one of these epochs there is no complete frame in the prefetch buffer the
client suffers playback starvation and loses the current frame. The client will try to conceal the missing
encoding information by applying error concealment techniques [10]. At the subsequent epoch the
client will attempt to display the next frame of the video.
In our protocol the base station keeps track of the contents of the prefetch buffers in the clients.
Toward this end, let EF&'   (! , denote the number of packets in the prefetch buffer of client  .
Furthermore, let GH7'    ! , denote the length of the prefetched video segment in the prefetch
buffer of client  in seconds. The counters E and GH are updated (1) when the client  acknowledges
the reception of sent packets, and (2) when a frame is removed, decoded, and displayed at client  .
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First, consider the update when packets are acknowledged. For the sake of illustration suppose that
the )+*, packets of frame - of stream  have been sent to client  during the just expired forward
slot. Suppose that all )+*, packets are acknowledged during the subsequent backward slot. When
the last of the )+*, acknowledgments arrives at the base station, the counters are updated by setting
EJIKE61L)+*, , and GHMINGHD1L./*+ .

Next, consider the update of the counters when a frame is removed from the prefetch buffer, decoded,
and displayed at the client. Given the sequence ./*,D-O    P# , and the starting time of the video
playback at the client the base station keeps track of the removal of frames from the prefetch buffer of
client  . Suppose that frame Q  is to be removed from the prefetch buffer of client  at a particular
instant in time. The base station tracks the prefetch buffer contents by updating
C

ERSIUT=EWVX)+Y :=<> [Z

(1)

and
GHSIUT GHSVX./Y :=<> [Z

where T )Z

C

C


(2)

\]R^6_`M)F . Note that the client suffers playback starvation when EMVa) Y : <>?cbd ,

that is, when the frame that is supposed to be removed is not in the prefetch buffer. To ensure proper
synchronization between the clients and the base station in practical systems, each client sends periodically (every few slots, say) an update of its buffer contents (along with a regular acknowledgement) to
the base station. These buffer updates are used at the base station to re–validate (and possibly correct)
the variables E/ef and GH/ef .
III. C OMPONENTS

OF

P REFETCH P ROTOCOL

For each forward slot the base station must decide which packets to transmit from the  ongoing
streams. The prefetch policy is the rule that determines which packets are transmitted. The maximum
number of packets that can be transmitted in a forward slot is  . The Join–the–Shortest–Queue (JSQ)
prefetch policy strives to balance the lengths of the prefetched video segments across all of the clients
serviced by the base station. The basic idea is to dynamically assign more codes (and thus transmit
more packets in parallel) to clients that have only a small reserve of prefetched video in their prefetch
buffers. The JSQ prefetch policy is inspired by the Earliest Deadline First (EDF) scheduling policy.
The EDF scheduling policy is known to be optimal among the class of non–preemptive scheduling
policies for a single wireline link [11]. It is therefore natural to base the prefetch policy on the EDF
scheduling policy. With JSQ prefetching the base station selects the packet with the earliest playback
deadline for transmission. In other words, the base station transmits the next packet to the playout
queues with the shortest segments of prefetched video (i.e., the shortest queues).
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In order to simplify the discussion and highlight the main points of our approach we first introduce a
basic prefetch policy. This basic prefetch policy assumes that all clients (1) support  parallel channels,
and (2) have infinite prefetch buffer space. We shall address these two restrictions in a refined prefetch
policy. Also, we initially exclude client interactions, such as pause/resume and temporal jumps; these
are discussed in Section V-A.
A. Basic JSQ Prefetch Policy
Let g+hdi   (! , denote the length of the video segment (in seconds of video run time)
that is scheduled for transmission to client  in the current forward slot. The following scheduling
procedure is executed for every forward slot. At the beginning of the scheduling procedure all g  ’s
are initialized to zero. The base station determines the client j with the smallest GHD1$g  (ties are
broken arbitrarily). The base station schedules one packet for transmission (by assigning a code to it)
and increments g jk :
g+ j SIlg+ j F1

.nm:=<oP>?pjk
),m:=<o?>P j 



where qSpj  is the frame (number) of stream pj that is carried (partially) by the scheduled packet.
(Although the length of the prefetched video segment grows in increments of ./*, seconds whenever
the transmission of the ) *, packets carrying frame - of stream  is completed; for simplicity we
account for partially transmitted frames by incrementing the prefetched segment by .4*%8r ) *6 for
each transmitted packet. This approach is further justified by error concealment techniques that can
decode partial frames [10].) The base station repeats this procedure  times, that is, until the  available
codes are used up. At each iteration the base station determines the j with the smallest GHH1sg  ,
schedules one packet for client pj and increments g pj( .
Throughout this scheduling procedure the base station skips packets from a frame that would miss
its playback deadline at the client. (Specifically, if frame Q  is to be removed before the end of the
upcoming forward slot and if GHObN.nY : <>  , the base station skips frame Q  and prefetches for
frame Q t1u( . Moreover, frame Q  is skipped if E71wv&e(Abx)+Y :=<>  , where v is the number
of forward slots before frame Q+ is removed.)
During the subsequent backward slot the base station waits for the acknowledgments from the clients.
(Typical hardware configurations of wireless communication systems allow the clients to acknowledge
the packets received in a forward slot of the TDD timing structure, immediately in the following backward slot [12].) If all packets sent to client  are acknowledged by the end of the backward slot we
set GHAIyGHD1Bg  . If some of the acknowledgments for a stream  are missing at the end of the
backward slot, GH is left unchanged. At the end of the backward slot the scheduling procedure starts
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over. The g+ ’s are re–initialized to zero and the base station schedules packets for the clients with the
smallest GH61$g  .
Note that the acknowledgment procedure outlined above considers all of the packets sent to a client
in a forward slot as lost when one (or more) of the packets (or acknowledgments) is lost. We adopt this
procedure for simplicity and to be conservative. A refined approach would be to selectively account for
the acknowledged packets. However, this would lead to ”gaps” in the prefetched video segments that
take some effort to keep track of. We also note that because of the bursty error characteristics of wireless
links typically either all or none of the packets sent to a client in a forward slot are lost. Also, since the
acknowledgements can be sent with a large amount of forward error correction, the probability of losing
an acknowledgement is typically small. Nevertheless, we point out the implications of the conservative
acknowledgment procedure. Note that the buffer variables E and GH maintained at the base station
are the basis for the JSQ scheduling. It is therefore important that the buffer variables E and GH
correctly reflect the actual buffer contents at client  . Our conservative acknowledgment procedure
clearly ensures that the actual buffer content at client  is always larger than or equal to the buffer
variables E and GW . Note that only (1) sporadic packet losses (i.e., loss of a subset of the packets
sent to a client in a slot), or (2) the loss of an acknowledgement (of a packet that was correctly received)
can cause the actual buffer content to be larger than the corresponding buffer variables. As pointed out
above these two events are rather unlikely, therefore the actual buffer content is typically not larger
than the buffer variables. Also, if the buffer content is larger than the buffer variables, then typically
by a small margin. Now, whenever the actual buffer content at a client  happens to be larger than
the corresponding buffer variables E and GH , then the buffer content and the buffer variables are
reconciled when either one of the following three events happens. (z ) The packets that were considered
lost by the base station (but actually received by the client) are re–transmitted (as part of the regular
JSQ schedule) and their acknowledgments arrive at the base station. (The client acknowledges all
successfully received packets, and then discards packets that are received in duplicate.) (z[z ) The frame
(of which packets are considered lost at the base station) is consumed (before a re–transmission could
take place). In this case the operations (1) and (2) set the buffer variables to zero. The client empties
its prefetch buffer and decodes the part (if any) of the frame that it received. (z{z{z ) A buffer update
message gives the base station the actual client buffer content. We finally note that in our performance
evaluation in Section IV the losses are counted based on the buffer variables GH and E at the base
station. Thus, our performance results are on the conservative side.
We note that if }|~ for all M   (! , it is not necessary to signal the assigned codes
to the clients as each client is capable of monitoring all of the  orthogonal channels. In case there
are some clients with Ob , the code assignment must be signaled to these clients, this could
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be done in a signalling time slot (right before the forward slot) on a common signalling channel, e.g.,
the Network Access and Connection Channel (NACCH) of the Integrated Broadband Mobile System
(IBMS) [13].
With prefetching it is possible that all #$ frames of video stream  have been prefetched into the
client’s prefetch buffer but not all frames have been displayed. When a stream reaches this state we no
longer consider it in the above JSQ policy. From the base station’s perspective it is as if the stream has
terminated.
B. Refined JSQ Prefetch Policy
In this section we discuss important refinements of the JSQ prefetch policy. These refinements limit
(1) the number of packets, that are sent (in parallel) to a client in a forward slot, and (2) the number
of packets that a client may have in its prefetch buffer. Suppose that the clients 3    ! ,
support at most  parallel channels, and have limited prefetch buffer capacities of 2 packets.
Let MX ! , denote the number of packets scheduled for client  in the upcoming forward
slot. Recall that E is the current number of packets in the prefetch buffer of client  . The refinements
work as follows. Suppose that the base station is considering scheduling a packet for transmission to
client pj . The base station schedules the packet only if
 j ;w j HVw

(3)

E j w2 j WVw

(4)

and

If one of these conditions is violated, that is, if the packet would exceed the number of parallel channels
of client pj or the packet would overflow the prefetch buffer of client pj , the base station removes
connection pj from consideration. The base station next finds a new j that minimizes GHD1xg  . If
conditions (3) and (4) hold for the new client pj , we schedule the packet, update g jk and pjk , and
continue the procedure of transmitting packets to the clients that minimize GHF1ag  . Whenever one
of the conditions (3) or (4) (or both) is violated we skip the corresponding client and find a new j . This
procedure stops when we have either (1) scheduled  packets, or (2) skipped over all  streams. The
JSQ scheduling algorithm can be efficiently implemented with a sorted list (using GH as the sorting
key).
C. Channel Probing
In this section we introduce a channel probing refinement designed to improve the performance of
the purely JSQ based prefetch protocol. Note that the prefetch protocol introduced in the previous sec-
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tion does not directly take the physical characteristics of the wireless channels into consideration. The
JSQ transmission schedule is based exclusively on the prefetch buffer contents at the clients (and the
consumption rates of the video streams). Wireless channels, however, typically experience location–
dependent, time–varying, and bursty errors, that is, periods of adverse transmission conditions during
which all packets sent to a particular client are lost. Especially detrimental to the prefetch protocol’s
performance are the persistent bad channels of long–term shadowing that is caused by terrain configuration or obstacles. Long–term shadowing typically persists for hundreds of milliseconds, even up to
seconds [14]. To see the need for the channel probing refinement consider a scenario where one of the
clients experiences a persistent burst error on its wireless link to the base station. The burst error cuts
the client off from the base station and the client continues video playback from its prefetched reserve.
As its prefetched reserve decreases the JSQ prefetch policy allocates larger and larger transmission
capacities to the affected client. The excessive transmission resources expended on the affected client,
however, reduce the transmissions to the other clients in the wireless cell. As a result the prefetched
reserves of all the other clients in the wireless cell are reduced. This makes playback starvation — not
only for the client experiencing the bad channel, but all the other clients as well — more likely.
To fix this shortcoming we introduce the channel probing refinement, which is inspired by recent
work on channel probing for power saving [15]. The basic idea is to start probing the channel (client)
when acknowledgment(s) are missing at the end of a backward slot. While probing the channel the
base station sends at most one packet (probing packet) per forward slot to the affected client. The
probing continues until an acknowledgment for a probing packet is received. More specifically, if the
acknowledgment for at least one packet sent to client  in a forward slot is missing at the end of the
subsequent backward slot, we set  . This allows the JSQ algorithm to schedule at most one
packet (probing packet) for client  in the next forward slot. If the acknowledgment for the probing
packet is returned by the end of the next backward slot, we set  back to its original value; otherwise
we continue probing with  = 1.
IV. S IMULATION

OF

P REFETCH P ROTOCOL

In this section we describe the simulations of our protocol for continuous media streaming in wireless environments. In our simulations we consider a generic wireless communication system with Time
Division Duplex. We assume throughout that the base station allocates  = 15 channels (e.g., orthogonal codes in CDMA or time slots in TDMA) to continuous media streaming. We assume that each
channel provides a data rate of "

= 64 kbit/sec in the forward (downlink) direction. Throughout we

consider scenarios where all  clients have the same buffer capacity of 
number of parallel channels  , i.e., 2Su

packets and support the same

and Mu for all &'   (! .
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We evaluate our streaming protocol for three different encodings of video streams: (z ) video streams
encoded at a Constant Bit Rate (CBR) and a constant frame rate, (z{z ) video streams encoded at a
Variable Bit Rate (VBR) and a constant frame rate (e.g., MPEG–1 encodings), and (z{z{z ) video streams
encoded at a variable frame rate and a variable bit rate (e.g., H.263 encodings). In the CBR scenario
we assume a video stream with a frame rate of 25 frames/sec and a bit rate (including packet headers
and padding) of  = 64 kbit/sec.
For the VBR MPEG scenario we generated ten pseudo traces by scaling MPEG–1 traces obtained
from the public domain [16], [17], [18] to an average rate of  = 64 kbps. The traces have a fixed
frame rate of 25 frames/sec and are 40.000 frames long. The generated pseudo traces are highly bursty
with peak–to–mean ratios in the range from 7 to 18; see [19] for details. For the H.263 scenario we
generated ten H.263 encodings with an average rate of  = 64 kbps and one hour length each. The frame
periods of the encodings are variable; they are multiples of the reference frame period of 40 msec. The
H.263 encodings have peak–to–mean ratios in the range from 5 to 8; see [4] for details.
For each of the  ongoing streams in the wireless cell we randomly select one of the MPEG (H.263)
traces. We generate random starting phases Q MX   (! , into the selected traces. The Q  ’s
are independent and uniformly distributed over the lengths of the selected traces. The frame Q  is
removed from the prefetch buffer of client  at the end of the first frame period. All clients start
with empty prefetch buffers. Furthermore, we generate random stream lengths #$MX    ! .
The #L ’s are independent and are drawn from an exponential distribution with mean # frames
(corresponding to a video runtime of  seconds). (We chose the exponential distribution because it has
been found to be a good model for stream lifetimes. We discuss the impact of the stream lifetime on
the prefetch protocol performance in more detail in Section IV-B.) We initially assume that the client
consumes without interruption #L frames, starting at frame number Q+ of the selected trace. The
trace is wrapped around if Q H1B#L extends beyond the end of the trace. When the #$ th frame
is removed from the prefetch buffer of client  , we assume that the client immediately requests a new
video stream. For the new video stream we again randomly select one of the traces, a new independent
random starting phase Q+ into the trace, and a new independent random stream lifetime #$ . Thus
there are always  streams in progress.
In simulating the wireless links we follow the well–known Gilbert–Elliot model [20], [21]. We
simulate each wireless link (consisting of up to  parallel code channels) as an independent discrete–
time Markov Chain with two states: ”good” and ”bad”. (The two state model is a useful and accurate
wireless channel characterization for the design of higher layer protocols [22], [23], [24]. It may be
obtained from a more complex channel model, which may incorporate adaptive error control techniques
(see Section V-E), using weak lumpability or stochastic bounding techniques [25].) We assume that all
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parallel code channels of a wireless link (to a particular client) are either in the good state or the bad
state. The Gilbert–Elliot channel model is typically characterized by (1) the steady state probability of
being in the good state, denoted by  , (  denotes the steady probability of being in the bad state),
and (2) the average sojourn time in the bad channel state, denoted by 

bad

. For a flat fading channel

the Gilbert–Elliot model parameters can be expressed analytically in terms of the Rayleigh fading
parameters [26]. With  denoting the ratio of the Rayleigh fading envelope to the local root mean square
level, the steady state probability of being in the good state is given by  h3 (and  MHV2 ).
We conservatively assume a fade margin of 10 dB (i.e.,  = – 10 dB) of the client’s radio front end (even
20 dB may be assumed [27]). This gives the steady state probabilities  = 0.99 and   = 0.01, which
are typical for burst–error wireless links [28]. These steady state probabilities are used throughout our
simulations. The average sojourn time in the bad channel state, that is, the average time period for
which the received signal is below a specified level, is given by 

bad ~ AV(8r`{

F`6 . Here, 

denotes the maximum Doppler frequency given by d r , where  denotes the speed of the wireless
terminal and  denotes the carrier wavelength. A UMTS system carrier wavelength of  = 0.159 m
(corresponding to a carrier frequency of 1.885 GHz) and a typical client speed of  = 0.2 m/s suggest
 bad = 32 msec. However, we chose a larger  bad of one second for most of our simulations. We did this

for two reasons. First, to account for the detrimental effects of long term shadowing, which may persist
for hundreds of milliseconds even up to seconds, as well as Rayleigh fading. Secondly, we observed
in our simulations (see Section IV-B) that our prefetch protocol gives slightly larger client starvation
probabilities for larger 

bad

. Thus, a larger 

bad

gives conservative performance results. We set the

channel error probabilities such that all the packets sent to a client in a slot are lost with probability 
= 0.05 in the good channel state, and with probability 





= 1 in the bad channel state. We assume that

acknowledgments are never lost in the simulations.
For our quantitative evaluation of the JSQ prefetch protocol we define two key measures of the
performance of a streaming protocol. We define the bandwidth efficiency ¡ of a wireless streaming
protocol as the sum of the average rates of the streams supported by the base station divided by the
total available effective transmission capacity of the base station, i.e.,
¡
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We define the client starvation probability 

loss
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as the long run fraction of encoding information

(packets) that misses its playback deadline at the clients. We conservatively consider all ) * /ef packets
of frame - as deadline misses when at least one of the frame’s packets misses its playback deadline. We
warm up each simulation for a period determined with the Schruben’s test [29] and obtain confidence
intervals on the client starvation probability 

loss

using the method of batch means [30]. We run the
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loss

is less than 10 % of its point estimate.

Unless stated otherwise, all the following experiments are conducted for the streaming of VBR
MPEG video to clients with a buffer capacity of  = 32 kBytes and support for  = 15 parallel channels.
The average lifetime of the video streams is set to  = 10 minutes unless stated otherwise. Throughout,
the base station has a total of  = 15 channels available for video streaming.
A. Simulation of Refined Prefetch Protocol without Channel Probing
Figures 2 and 3 show typical sample path plots from the simulations. In this experiment we simulate
the streaming of VBR MPEG–1 videos to clients with a buffer capacity of 

= ¨ kBytes. The figure

shows the prefetch buffer contents of three clients in kBytes. The plots illustrate the collaborative
nature of the JSQ prefetch policy in conjunction with the rate adaptation of the wireless communication
system. We observe from Figure 2 that at time . = 5.1 sec the buffer content of client 1 drops to zero.
This is because the video stream of client 1 ends at this time; the client selects a new video stream and
starts over with an empty prefetch buffer. Note that already at time . = 1.0 second all frames of the ”old”
video stream have been prefetched into the client’s buffer and the client continued to consume frames
without receiving any transmissions. When the client starts over with an empty prefetch buffer, the JSQ
prefetch policy gives priority to this client and quickly fills its prefetch buffer. While the prefetch buffer
of client 1 is being filled, the JSQ prefetch policy reduces the transmissions to the other clients; they
”live off” their prefetched reserves until client 1 catches up with them. Notice that the buffer of client 1
is then filled faster than the buffers of clients 2 and 3. This is because the JSQ prefetch policy strives
to balance the lengths of the prefetched video segments (in seconds of video runtime) in the clients’
buffers; clients 2 and 3 just happen to have video segments with lower bit rates in their buffers in the
time period from 5.8 sec to 6.4 sec.
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Notice from Figure 3 that at time . = 0.4 sec the buffer occupancy of client 1 drops. This is because
this client experiences a bad channel that persists for 2.1 sec (a rather long period chosen for illustration,
in our numerical work we set the average sojourn time in the bad channel state to 1 sec), that is, the
client is temporarily cut off from the base station. The prefetched reserves allow the client to continue
playback during this period. As the prefetched reserves of client 1 dwindle the JSQ prefetch policy
allocates larger transmission capacities to it. This, however, cuts down on the transmissions to the
other clients, causing their prefetched reserves to dwindle as well. This degrades the performance of
the streaming protocol as smaller prefetched reserves make client starvation more likely. The JSQ
prefetch policy tends to waste transmission resources on clients that experience a bad channel. Adverse
transmission conditions to just one client can decrease the prefetched reserves of all clients in the
wireless cell. For this reason we have introduced the channel probing refinement in Section III-C. In
the next section we conduct a detailed quantitative evaluation of the JSQ prefetch protocol with channel
probing.
B. Simulation of Refined Prefetch Protocol with Channel Probing
To evaluate the performance of the simple channel probing scheme introduced in Section III-C we
compare it with an ideal scenario where the base station has perfect knowledge of the states of the
wireless channels. In the perfect knowledge scenario the base station schedules packets only for clients
in the good channel state. The base station does not schedule any packet (not even a probing packet)
for clients experiencing a bad channel. (Note that in this perfect knowledge scenario no packets are
lost due to a bad channel; however, packets that are sent to clients with a good channel are lost with
probability 



.)

Figure 4 shows the client starvation probability 

loss

without channel probing, with channel probing,

and with perfect knowledge of the channel state as a function of the average sojourn time in the ”bad”
channel state. For this experiment the number of clients is fixed at  = 13 (and 12 respectively). We
observe from the figure that over a wide range of channel conditions, channel probing is highly effective
in reducing the probability of client starvation. For fast varying channels with an average sojourn time
of 

bad

= 12 msec in the bad channel state, prefetching with our simple channel probing scheme gives

a loss probability of 
e¦ 

© (for 

loss

= 13). As 

= 5.5 e¦   , while prefetching without channel probing gives 

bad

loss

= 1.1

increases the client starvation probability for prefetching with channel

probing increases only slightly; the gap between prefetching with channel probing and prefetching
without channel probing, however, increases dramatically. For 

bad

= 350 msec and larger the client

starvation probability of prefetching with channel probing is over one order of magnitude smaller than
the client starvation probability of prefetching without channel probing. We also observe that the client
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Fig. 5. Client starvation probability ° loss as a function of the maximum number of channels ² per
client for prefetching of VBR video without channel probing, with channel probing, and with perfect knowledge of the channel state.

starvation probabilities achieved by our simple channel probing scheme are only slightly above the
client starvation probabilities achieved with perfect knowledge of the channel state. This indicates that
more sophisticated channel probing schemes could achieve only small reductions of the client starvation
probability. A more sophisticated channel probing scheme could probe with multiple packets per slot
when the affected client has a small prefetched reserve and with one packet every v th slot, v´³' , for
clients with a large prefetched reserve. We also note that reducing the slot length of the TDD would
make channel probing more effective at the expense of increased overhead; inspired by the UMTS
standard [9] we used a short fixed TDD slot length of 12 msec throughout. We set the average sojourn
time in the ”bad” channel state to one second for all the following experiments.
Figure 5 shows the client starvation probability 
channels 

loss

as a function of the maximum number of parallel

that can be assigned to an individual client. The figure gives results for JSQ prefetching

without channel probing, with channel probing, and with perfect knowledge of the channel state. We
observe from Figure 5 that for all three approaches, 

loss

drops by over one order of magnitude as 

increases from one to two, allowing for collaborative prefetching through the lending and borrowing
of channels. Now consider prefetching with  = 13 clients. For prefetching with channel probing
and with perfect knowledge of the channel state, 
without channel probing, however, 

loss

loss

drops steadily as 

increases. For prefetching

increases as  grows larger than two, that is, allowing for more

extensive lending and borrowing of channels is detrimental to performance in this scenario.
This is because JSQ prefetching without channel probing tends to waste transmission channels on a
client experiencing a persistent bad channel. This reduces the prefetched reserves of all clients in the
cell, thus increasing the likelihood of client starvation. The larger the number of parallel channels 
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Fig. 7. Client starvation probability ° loss as a function
of the client buffer capacity ¹ for VBR video.

that can be assigned to an individual client, the larger this waste of transmission channels (resulting in
a larger 

loss

). Now consider prefetching with  = 7 clients. 

loss

drops both for prefetching without

and with channel probing as  increases to nine. As  grows larger than nine, however, 

loss

increases

for prefetching without channel probing. This is because in this low load scenario a client experiencing
a bad channel may occupy nine out of the 15 available channels without doing much harm to the
prefetched reserves of the other six clients. (The noise level, however, is unnecessarily increased.) As


grows larger than nine, however, a client experiencing a persistent bad channel tends to reduce the

prefetched reserves of the other clients. Another important observation from Figure 5 is that already a
low–cost client with support for a few parallel channels allows for effective prefetching.
Figure 6 shows the client starvation probability 

loss

as a function of the bandwidth efficiency ¡ . The

plots are obtained by varying the number of clients  . Noteworthy is again the effectiveness of the
simple channel probing scheme. The client starvation probability 

loss

achieved with channel probing

is 0z/ generally over one order of magnitude smaller than without channel probing, and 0z{zn only slightly
larger than with perfect knowledge of the channel state. Throughout the remainder of this article we use
prefetching with channel probing. Importantly, the results in Figure 6 indicate that a crude admission
control criterion that limits the bandwidth efficiency to less than 0.9, say, is highly effective in ensuring
small client starvation probabilities. We note, however, that more research is needed on admission
control for streaming in wireless environments.
Figure 7 shows the client starvation probability 

loss

as a function of the client buffer capacity  .

The results demonstrate the dramatic improvement in performance that comes from prefetching. For 
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Fig. 8. Client starvation probability ° loss as a function
of the bandwidth efficiency · (obtained by varying
the number of clients ¸ ) for ¹ = 32 kBytes for
VBR MPEG–1, CBR, and H.263 video.

= 13 ongoing VBR streams the client starvation probability drops by over two orders of magnitude as
the client buffers increase from 8 kBytes to 128 kBytes. (A buffer of k¼ kBytes can hold on average 16
second segments of the VBR videos with an average rate of  = 64 kbit/sec.) With client buffers of 

=

k¼ kBytes and  = 13 ongoing streams our prefetch protocol achieves a client starvation probability of

less than   and a bandwidth efficiency of ½p¾ ! Our protocol achieves this remarkable performance
for the streaming of bursty VBR videos with a typical peak–to–mean ratio of the frame sizes of ten. In
the long run each wireless link is in the ”bad” state (where all packets are lost) for one percent of the
time; the average sojourn time in the ”bad” state is one second.
Figure 8 shows the client starvation probability 

loss

as a function of the bandwidth efficiency ¡ for

the streaming of VBR MPEG–1 video, CBR video, and H.263 video. The prefetch buffer is fixed at 
= 32 kBytes in this experiment. Figure 9 shows the client starvation probability 
the client buffer capacity 

loss

as a function of

for the streaming of  = 13 streams of VBR MPEG–1 video, CBR video,

and H.263 video. We observe from the plots that H.263 video gives generally smaller client starvation
probabilities than VBR MPEG–1 video. This is primarily because H.263 video has for a given average
bit rate, larger frame sizes )+*, and correspondingly larger frame periods ./*, than MPEG video [4].
For H.263 video the prefetch protocol has therefore more freedom in scheduling the frames’ packets,
resulting in smaller client starvation probabilities. Moreover, the used H.263 traces are less variable
than the VBR MPEG–1 traces. We also observe from the plots that CBR video gives smaller client
starvation probabilities than the very variable VBR MPEG–1 video.
Table I gives the client starvation probability 

loss

as a function of the average stream lifetime  for
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TABLE I
C LIENT

STARVATION PROBABILITY °

LOSS

AS A FUNCTION OF THE AVERAGE STREAM LIFETIME ¿

VBR


[sec]
 loss [    ]

10
45

FOR

VIDEO .

50
7.3

100
4.6

600
4.4

1200
2.1

TABLE II
C LIENT

STARVATION PROBABILITY °

LOSS

AS A FUNCTION OF THE START– UP LATENCY FOR

start–up lat. [msec]
 loss [  
]

0
7.7

40
5.0

80
3.6

120
2.2

VBR

VIDEO .

400
0.7

the streaming of VBR MPEG–1 video to  = 13 clients each with a buffer capacity of 

= 64 kBytes.

Our prefetching protocol performs very well for stream lifetimes on the order of minutes or longer. For
stream lifetimes shorter than one minute 

loss

increases considerably as the lifetime decreases. This is

because stream lifetimes this short allow for very little time to build up prefetched reserves. Even for an
average stream lifetime of  = 10 sec, however, prefetching reduces the client’s starvation probability
from 2.8 e¦ 

without any prefetching to 4.5 e¦  © with prefetching. We note that (given a fixed mean)

the distribution of the stream lifetime has typically little impact on the performance of the prefetch
protocol. It is important, however, that the starting times of the streams do not collude too frequently.
This is because the JSQ policy allocates more transmission resources to a new stream (with an empty
prefetch buffer) to quickly build up its prefetched reserve (see Figure 2 for an illustration where the
new stream’s reserve is build up in less than one second). If several streams start at the same time it
takes longer to build up their reserves. The longer build–up period makes losses more likely. This is
because streams without sufficient reserves are more vulnerable to playback starvation due to wireless
link failures (or bursts in the video traffic). In our simulations we draw random stream lifetimes from an
exponential distribution and start up a new stream immediately after an ongoing stream has terminated.
With this approach the starting times of the stream collude only infrequently. We believe that this is an
appropriate model for an on–demand streaming service.
We observed in our simulations that losses typically occur right at the beginning of the video playback when the client has no prefetched reserves. This motivates us to introduce a short start–up latency
allowing the client to prefetch into its prefetched buffer for a short period of time without removing
and displaying video frames. Table II gives the client starvation probability 
start–up latency for  = 13 ongoing VBR streams and client buffers of 

loss

as a function of the

= 128 kBytes. We observe

from Table II that very short start–up latencies reduce the client starvation probability significantly;
a start–up latency of 400 msec, for instance, reduces the client starvation probability by roughly one
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TABLE III
C LIENT STARVATION PROBABILITY °
Á

[sec]
 loss [    ]

LOSS

AS A FUNCTION OF THE AVERAGE SPACING À

INTERACTIONS FOR

VBR

VIDEO .

10
586

250
9.0

500
7.5

50
214

100
67

1000
3.6

BETWEEN CLIENT

5000
3.2

order of magnitude. With a start–up latency of 400 msec the client prefetches for 400 msec without
removing video frames from its prefetch buffer; the first frame is removed and displayed at time 400
msec + . Y :=<>  , where . Y : <>  denotes the frame period of the first frame of the video stream.
V. E XTENSIONS

OF

P REFETCH P ROTOCOL

A. Client Interactions
In this section we adapt our streaming protocol to allow for client interactions, such as pause/resume
and temporal jumps. Suppose that the user for stream  pauses the video. Upon receiving notification
of the action, the base station can simply remove stream  from consideration until it receives a resume
message from the client. While the client is in the paused state, it’s prefetch buffer contents remain
unchanged; a slightly more complex policy would be to fill the corresponding buffer once all the other
(”unpaused”) client buffers are full or reach a prespecified level.
Suppose that the user for stream  makes a temporal jump of Â frames (corresponding to ./Ã seconds
of video runtime) into the future. If ./ÃÄb´GH we discard Â frames from the head of the prefetch buffer
and set GHÄIKGHMVL.nÃ ; E is adjusted accordingly. If .nÃ}|wGH we set GWÄIU and EtIÅ
and discard the prefetch buffer contents. Finally, suppose that the user for stream  makes a backward
temporal jump. In this case we set GHSIK and EMIl and discard the prefetch buffer contents.
In terms of performance, pauses actually improve performance because the video streams that remain active have more transmission capacity to share. Frequent temporal jumps, however, can degrade
performance because prefetch buffers would be frequently set to zero. We now give some simulation
results for client interactions. In our simulations we consider only forward and backward temporal
jumps and ignore pauses because pauses can only improve performance. We furthermore assume that
.nÃÆ³dGH for all forward temporal jumps. Thus, the prefetch buffer is set to zero whenever the cor-

responding user invokes such an interaction. Our results give therefore a conservative estimate of the
actual performance. In our simulations, we assume that each user performs temporal jumps repeatedly,
with the time between two successive jumps being exponentially distributed with mean
Table III gives the client starvation probability 

loss

as a function of the average spacing

Á

Á

seconds.
between

temporal jumps. This experiment was conducted for the streaming of VBR MPEG video to clients with
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buffers of 

= 64 kByte and support for  = 15 parallel channels. The bandwidth efficiency is fixed at

¡ = 92 % (  = 13). The average stream lifetime is fixed at 

= 1200 sec. As we would expect, the loss

probability increases as the rate of temporal jumps increases, however, the increase is not significant
for a sensible number of temporal jumps.
B. Prefetching for Live Streams
Although we have developed our prefetching protocol primarily for the streaming of prerecorded
continuous media, in this section we explore the prefetching of live (i.e., not prerecorded) continuous
media. In particular, we focus on the transmission of the coverage of a live event, such as the video
and audio feed from a conference, concert, or sporting event. In the case of a live video feed the
delay budget from capturing a video frame to its display on the client’s screen is typically on the order
of hundreds of milliseconds. (One satellite hop, for instance, introduces a propagation delay of 240
msec.) We introduce an additional prefetch delay budget (on the order of a few hundred milliseconds)
to allow for prefetching over the wireless link (i.e., the last hop). Specifically, let Æ denote the
prefetch delay budget for stream  in seconds. With prefetching the beginning of the playback at the
user is delayed by an additional Ç . However, we believe that an increase of the start–up delay of
a few hundred milliseconds is acceptable to most users. (We note that the situation is different for
interactive communication, e.g., video conferencing, where the total delay budget is typically limited
to 250 msec.)
When commencing the transmission of a live stream the base station immediately starts to transmit
the stream’s packets. The client starts to play out the stream Ç seconds after the stream transmission
has commenced. The base station may support live streams and prerecorded streams at the same time.
The base station schedules both the live streams and prerecorded streams according to the refined
JSQ prefetch policy with channel probing. Packets are scheduled for the stream pj with the smallest
prefetched reserve GHjk , that satisfies (z ) the client reception constraint (1) (which is set to one packet
per slot if client pj is in probing mode) and (z[z ) the client buffer constraint (2). In addition, for a live
stream the base station checks whether the packet considered for transmission exceeds the prefetch
delay budget. Specifically, when considering a packet for transmission to client j the base station
verifies whether
GH j wÇ j HV

. m: <!o8>  j 
)+m: <!oP>P j 



(5)

where qSpj( is the frame (number) of stream pj that is (partially) carried by the considered packet.
This constraint ensures that the base station does not exceed the prefetch delay budget by scheduling a
packet that has yet to be delivered from the live video source. The constraint (5) ensures that the base
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TABLE IV
C LIENT

STARVATION PROBABILITY °

LOSS

AS A FUNCTION OF THE PREFETCH DELAY BUDGET °cÈÊÉRË FOR

THE STREAMING OF

Ç [sec]
 loss [  

© ]

0.04
17.8

0.08
15.5

live VBR MPEG–1

0.24
12.3

0.4
9.4

1.0
5.9

VIDEO .

2.0
1.9

4.0
0.56

Ì

0.46

station does not prefetch more than Ç seconds ”into the future”.
In our simulation study we consider a scenario where all ongoing streams are live streams. (Note
that our performance results are thus somewhat conservative compared to a more realistic scenario
where the base station supports a mixture of live streams and prerecorded streams. This is because the
base station is not constrained by the prefetch delay budget (5) when prefetching for the prerecorded
streams.) We consider the streaming of live VBR MPEG–1 streams to  = 12 clients, each with a
buffer capacity of 

= 32 kBytes and support for 

the video streams is set to 

= 15 parallel channels. The average lifetime of

= 10 minutes. The base station has a total of  = 15 channels available

for video streaming; the bandwidth efficiency is fixed at ¡ = 0.85. Table IV gives the client starvation
probability 

loss

as a function of the prefetch delay budget Ç (which is the same for all streams).

In the considered scenario, prefetching with a prefetch delay budget of 400 msec (the typical delay
requirement for voice over IP) gives a client starvation probability of less than  

(a typical loss

requirement for MPEG–4 video). The client starvation probability for prefetching of live content with
a prefetch delay budget of four seconds is almost as small as for the streaming of prerecorded content
without a prefetch delay budget constraint.
C. Uplink Streaming
In this section we outline the streaming of prerecorded continuous media from multiple clients to
a central base station. We assume a multi–rate CDMA system with a Time Division Duplex (TDD)
timing structure. For every uplink stream a prefetch buffer is allocated in the base station. The base
station tracks the prefetch buffer contents and schedules the uplink packet transmissions according to
the JSQ policy. The base station sends out the uplink transmission schedule in the forward (downlink)
slot. In the subsequent backward (uplink) slot the clients send the scheduled packets to the base station;
pseudo noise codes are used for these asynchronous transmissions. The base station processes the
received packets, computes the next uplink transmission schedule, and sends it out in the following
forward slot.
When packets are missing at the end of the backward slot (i.e., when the schedule or a packet was
lost) the affected client is probed. While probing the affected client sends one (probing) packet per
backward slot. The probing terminates when a probing packet is received by the base station.
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D. Prefetching in third generation CDMA systems and TDMA systems
We have discussed the JSQ prefetch policy in the context of a second generation CDMA IS–95 (Rev.
B) system, where rate adaptation is achieved through code aggregation, that is, by dynamically assigning multiple code channels to one particular client (stream). We have considered a scenario where the
base station uses  orthogonal codes for the downlink streaming service and client  can receive (and
process)  code channels in parallel. JSQ prefetching is equally well suited for the rate adaptation
techniques used in third generation CDMA systems. The third generation North American CDMA
standard, cdma 2000, adapts data rates by employing code aggregation and variable spreading gains
[31]. With a 5 MHz carrier, for instance, the data rate of one CDMA code channel can be adjusted
from 9.6 kbit/sec to 614.4 kbit/sec by varying the spreading factor. With code aggregation a maximum data rate of 2,048 kbit/sec can be achieved. Similarly, the Universal Mobile Telecommunications
System (UMTS) Wideband CDMA (WCDMA) standard for Europe and Japan adapts data rates by
employing code aggregation in conjunction with variable spreading gains and code puncturing [9].
UMTS may run in the Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) or the Time Division Duplex (TDD) mode.
In the TDD mode, which we assume throughout this article, time is divided into 10 msec frames, which
are subdivided into 16 minislots of 625 Í sec each. A minislot is spread with a unique code and may
carry either forward or backward traffic. Each minislot has a total of 15 code channels, which may be
dynamically assigned to the individual clients. To illustrate JSQ prefetching in these third generation
CDMA systems, suppose that the forward (base station to clients) transmission capacity allocated to
streaming services allows for the transmission of  packets in one forward slot of the TDD. The base
station executes the JSQ scheduling algorithm to determine the number of packets g  scheduled for
client DÇÎ   (! , in the upcoming forward slot. The spreading factors and code channels for the
forward slot are assigned according to the transmission schedule g 7Ï    ! .
The JSQ prefetch policy is also suited for the rate adaptation techniques of wireless Time Division
Multiple Access (TDMA) systems. In Generalized Packet Radio Service (GPRS) and Enhanced GPRS
(EGPRS), the GSM standards for packet data services, rate adaptation is achieved through adaptive
coding and time slot aggregation, that is, by assigning multiple time slots within a GSM frame to a
particular client (stream) [32]. Up to eight time slots per GSM frame can be allocated to a client,
giving maximum data rates of 160 kbit/sec in GPRS and 473 kbit/sec in EGPRS. Similarly, in GPRS–
136, the IS–136 TDMA standard for packet data services, rate adaptation is achieved through adaptive
modulation and time slot aggregation [33]. Up to three time slots per 20 msec TDMA frame can be
allocated to a client, giving a maximum data rate of 44.4. kbit/sec. Suppose that the base station
allocates  time slots of the forward portion of the TDMA frame to continuous media streaming. The
base station executes the JSQ scheduling algorithm to determine the number of time slots (packets)
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g  assigned to client HÆÎ    ! , in the upcoming TDMA frame. The base station then assigns
g  time slots to client  in the forward portion of the TDMA frame (using, for instance, the Dynamic

Slot Assignment (DSA++) protocol [34]). The prefetching protocol may be employed in a Frequency
Division Multiple Access (FDMA) system with Time Division Duplex in analogous fashion.
E. Physical Layer Refinements
In this section we outline how our prefetch protocol may be used in conjunction with physical layer
techniques designed to improve the throughput over wireless channels. Recall from Section III that
the prefetching protocol distinguishes two states of the wireless channel: a ”good” state where packets are successfully received, decoded, and acknowledged, and a ”bad” state where packets (and/or
acknowledgments) are lost (due to an excessive number of bit errors or complete shadowing). The
prefetch protocol may run on top of adaptive error control schemes employed at the physical layer.
These schemes may adapt the forward error correction [35] or transmission power [8] based on pilot
tone or signal to noise and interference measurements. As long as these techniques are able to successfully return an acknowledgment for a transmitted packet, the prefetching protocol ”sees” a good
channel and schedules packets according to the length (in runtime) of the prefetched reserve. When the
physical layer techniques fail (due to severely deteriorated channel conditions or complete shadowing),
the prefetching protocol switches to the probing mode.
An avenue for future research is to use interleaving schemes or turbo codes [36] in conjunction with
the prefetching protocol. Interleaving or turbo codes could exploit the delay tolerance of clients with a
large prefetched reserve to successfully decode packets under adverse channel conditions.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
There is a large body of literature on providing QoS in wireless environments. Much of the work
in this area has focused on mechanisms for channel access; see Akyildiz et al. [37] for a survey. Choi
and Shin [38] have recently proposed a comprehensive channel access and scheduling scheme for
supporting real–time traffic and non–real–time traffic on the uplinks and downlinks of a wireless LAN.
Recently, packet fair scheduling algorithms that guarantee clients a fair portion of the shared transmission capacity have received a great deal of attention [39], [40], [41], [42]. These works adapt fair
scheduling algorithms originally developed for wireline packet–switched networks to wireless environments. They address the key difference between scheduling and resource allocation in wireline and
wireless environments: wireline links have a fixed transmission capacity while wireless links experience location–dependent, time–varying, and bursty errors, which result in situations where the shared
transmission capacity is temporarily available only to a subset of the clients. Another line of work
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addresses the efficiency of reliable data transfer over wireless links [43], [22]. Krunz and Kim [44],
[45] study the packet delay and loss distributions as well as the effective bandwidth of an on–off flow
over a wireless link with automatic repeat request and forward error correction.
We note that to our knowledge none of the existing schemes for providing QoS in wireless environments takes advantage of the special properties (predictability and prefetchability) of prerecorded
continuous media. Prerecorded continuous media, however, are expected to account for a large portion
of the future Internet traffic. There is an extensive literature on the streaming of prerecorded continuous media, in particular VBR video, over wireline packet–switched networks; see Krunz [46] as well
as Reisslein and Ross [47] for a survey. In this literature a wide variety of smoothing and prefetching schemes is explored to efficiently accommodate VBR video on fixed bandwidth wireline links.
The proposed approaches fall into two main categories: non–collaborative prefetching and collaborative prefetching. Non–collaborative prefetching schemes [48], [49], [50] smooth (i.e., reduce the peak
rate and rate variability of) an individual VBR video stream. The smoothing is achieved by transmitting the video traffic at a piecewise constant–rate transmission schedule. The piecewise constant–rate
transmission schedule relies on prefetching of some parts of the prerecorded video (also referred to
as work–ahead) into the client buffer. The non–collaborative prefetching schemes compute (typically
off–line) a transmission schedule that is as smooth as possible while ensuring that the client buffer
neither overflows nor underflows. The video streams are then transmitted according to the individually
precomputed transmission schedules. The statistical multiplexing of the individually smoothed video
streams is studied in [51], [52].
Collaborative prefetching schemes [53], [54], on the other hand, determine the transmission schedule of a video stream on–line as a function of all the other ongoing video streams. In particular, the
collaborative prefetching schemes for wireline networks take the prefetch buffer contents at all the
clients into consideration. We have built our prefetch protocol for wireless environments on the principle of collaborative prefetching for two main reasons. First, the time–varying, bursty, and location–
dependent wireless link errors make it very difficult (if not impossible) to transmit according to a fixed
transmission schedule that is pre–computed for an individual video stream by some non–collaborative
prefetching scheme. Wireless systems experience situations where the shared transmission capacity is
temporarily available only to a subset of the clients. At any given point in time there may be good
transmission conditions on the wireless links to some clients while the transmission conditions are
adverse on the wireless links to some other clients. It is therefore natural to build upon the principle of collaborative prefetching when designing a prefetching protocol for wireless environments.
Secondly, it has been shown in the context of wireline networks that collaborative prefetching outperforms non–collaborative prefetching when multiple video streams share a single bottleneck link [47];
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that is collaborative prefetching achieves higher average link utilizations and smaller client starvation
probabilities. Wireless networks and wireline networks have fundamentally different characteristics.
However, streaming from a central base station to wireless clients is similar to streaming over a wireline bottleneck link. In both cases multiple video streams share a common resource. In the wireless
setting this common resource is the downlink transmission capacity of the base station.
Among the collaborative prefetching schemes for wireline environments is a prefetching scheme
based on the Join–the–Shortest–Queue (JSQ) principle developed by Reisslein and Ross [53]. Their
scheme is designed for a Video on Demand service with VBR encoded fixed frame rate MPEG video
over an ADSL network or the cable plant. The protocol proposed in this article differs from the protocol
in [53] in two major aspects. First, the protocol in [53] is designed for a shared wireline link of fixed
capacity. It does not handle the location–dependent, time–varying, and bursty errors that are typical for
wireless environments. Secondly, the protocol in [53] is designed for fixed frame rate video. It assumes
that all ongoing video streams have the same frame rate. Furthermore, it requires the synchronization
of the frame periods of the ongoing streams. Our protocol in this article, on the other hand, does not
require synchronization of the ongoing video streams. Our protocol accommodates video streams with
different (and possibly time–varying) frame rates. It is thus well suited for H.263 encodings which are
expected to play an important role in video streaming in wireless environments.
Elaoud and Ramanathan [55] propose a scheme for providing network level QoS to flows in a wireless CDMA system. Their scheme dynamically adjust the signal to interference and noise ratio requirements of flows based on MAC packet deadlines and channel conditions. The Simultaneous MAC Packet
Transmission (SMPT) scheme of Fitzek et al. [56] provides transport level QoS by exploiting rate adaptation techniques of CDMA systems. The SMPT scheme delivers transport layer segments (e.g., UDP
or TCP segments, which are divided into several MAC packets) with high probability within a permissible delay bound. Our work in this article differs from the network/transport level schemes [55],
[56] in several aspects. First, [55], [56] propose decentralized schemes for backward (uplink) transmissions, that is, the schemes are designed for uncoordinated transmissions from distributed clients
to a central base station. Secondly, there is no prefetching in [55], [56]; the SMPT scheme resorts to
rate adaptation (i.e., parallel packet transmissions) only to recover from gaps caused by errors on the
wireless link within a given TCP or UDP segment. Moreover, [55], [56] do not take the characteristics
of the application layer traffic into consideration; the scheme [55] operates on one MAC packet at a
time and SMPT [56] operates on one TCP or UDP segment at a time. Our protocol in this article, on
the other hand, exploits two special properties of the prerecorded continuous media streaming traffic:
(1) the client consumption rates over the duration of the playback are known before the streaming commences, and (2) while the continuous media stream is being played out at the client, parts of the stream
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can be prefetched into the client’s memory.
We note in closing that Chaskar and Madhow [57] and Andrews et al. [58] study the sharing of the
base station’s downlink transmission capacity by multiple flows. Chaskar and Madhow [57] propose
a link shaping scheme where the flows are assigned individual packet slots or entire rows in an interleaver block matrix. Andrews et al. [58] propose a Modified Largest Weighted Delay First (M–LWDF)
scheme, which is designed to provide throughput and/or delay assurances. In the M–LWDF scheme
the base station maintains a transmission queue for each ongoing downlink flow. Roughly speaking,
packets are scheduled for the flow with (z ) the largest transmission queue, and (z[z ) relatively good
transmission conditions.
VII. C ONCLUSION
We have developed a high performance prefetching protocol for the streaming of prerecorded continuous media in a cellular wireless system. Our prefetching protocol can be employed on top of any of the
rate adaptation techniques of wireless communication systems. Our protocol accommodates CBR and
VBR encodings as well as fixed frame rate and variable frame rate encodings. Channel probing is crucial for the performance of our protocol. With channel probing the base station allocates transmission
resources in a judicious manner avoiding the allocation of large portions of the available transmission
capacity to clients experiencing adverse transmission conditions.
In our ongoing work we study service differentiation among the ongoing streams. In a crude service
differentiation scheme the base station prefetches for low priority clients only if the prefetched reserves
of the high priority clients have reached prespecified levels. In our ongoing work we are also extending
the prefetching protocol to scalable (layered) encoded video. With layered encoding the video is typically encoded into a base layer, which provides a basic video quality, and one (or more) enhancement
layer(s), which improve the video quality. Layered encoded video has the decoding constraint that an
enhancement layer can only be decoded if all lower layers are given. Layered encoded video makes it
possible to provide different video qualities to clients with different decoding and display capabilities.
Importantly, layered encoded video also allows for graceful degradation of the video quality. During
periods of bad channel conditions the client may run out of the enhancement layer(s) and continue
displaying the lower quality base layer video (provided a sufficiently long segment of the base layer
has been prefetched). With layered encoded video there is a trade–off between prefetching (1) a shorter
segment of the complete (base layer + enhancement layer(s)) stream, or (2) a longer base layer segment.
We are exploring this trade–off and are developing policies that prefetch the enhancement layer(s) only
if a minimum–length base layer segment has been prefetched.
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